1st Day – Brindisi – “Eco di Mare” Farm house
Meeting with the group at Brindisi Airport with our local guide and Chinese translator.
Luggage will be loaded on a private coach at airport, which will wait the group at the airport.
Brindisi airport is the door of The Salentine Peninsula in Puglia. This region is still unearthed by mass tourism and, like underwater, we will be your guide during the discovery of churches, menhir, dolmen, castles, museums and many other treasures which are only waiting to be seen. The dives, the boat excursions to discover the coast line and the caves, the bathing in the wonderful sulphurous waters, are just some of the ingredients for a holiday, which is amusing and relaxing at the same time.
The group will arrive in a little village Vignacastrisi at typical Farmhouse “Eco di Mare”.
Our reference and base from which discover the Salento is "Eco di Mare" farmhouse.
Each apartment has a kitchen, a bathroom and a wide veranda. Parking and barbeque are available for all the guests.

After the Accommodation in the apartments of the “Eco di mare farmhouse” a Convivial dinner at the typical Italian Agritourism "Montenachiro".
Natural and Organic typical Italian product will be served, an explosion of taste colours and flavours. The typical pasta dishes of this region is “orecchiette” that’s mean “little ear” because of the shape that is very similar to an ear. The culinary secrets of how to prepare “Orecchiette”, are handed down by grandmas, keep the fragrances of the Apulian country and sea.
2nd Day – Zinzulusa Cave and Otranto

Breakfast at farmhouse and visit to the cave "Zinzulusa".
A majestic opening in a sheer sea cliff near Castro welcomes you to the “Zinzulusa” Cave, one of Salento's most impressive karstic phenomena.

The cave, which branches out in several different directions, owes its name to the popular imagination - its many stalactites and stalagmites look like limp rags, which are called "zinzuli" in the local Salento dialect.
Here we will have lunch bag by the sea and departure for the city of Otranto (Cathedral and historic center)
Bordered by the clear waters of the Adriatic Sea, the town of Otranto is the most eastern Italian city and it is located in the area of Salento, in the southern part of the heel of the boot-shaped peninsula of Italy.

The origin of this city’s name is quite old, the Romans used to call it "Hydruntum" because of the nearby River Hydrus. Nevertheless, the city must have been established in a previous period as we have evidence that it had been inhabited since very ancient ages, like the rest of the Salento area. Recent archaeological finds have revealed the presence of Mycenaean ceramic containers and vases dating back to a period between the thirteenth and the eleventh century B.C.
We will visiting the city from its historic center, where you can enjoy amazing panoramic views over the whole bay. Just a few steps away there is the Cathedral dell'Annunziata, built in the 11th century, which features a vast twelfth-century beautiful mosaic floor depicting the tree of life.
Return at 18.00 relax at home
8.00 pm dinner at the "Mustafà" restaurant
3rd Day – Santa Cesarea Terme and typical wine and olive oil experience

Santa Cesarea Terme, remains a secret treasures to travelers to Italy.

Santa Cesarea Terme is an anomaly even by Italian standards. The unique oriental styled architecture, the intricate stone work and its remote positioning on the rocky Ionian coast set this town apart from all others in Italy. Ornate styled churches built in the Moorish tradition and Norman styled castles were built throughout the town and soon hotels beckoned visitors.

The silence of the streets was only interrupted by the lapping of the turquoise blue sea on the white, granite stones. Carved into the cliffs, were ornate bathing houses and intricate flights of stairs that allowed swimmers easy access into the translucent waters.

Truly a marvel and a sight to behold. Santa Cesarea Terme, offers visitors unsurpassed architectural and natural beauty in one of Italy's most serene locations.

8:00 Breakfast at the farmhouse "Eco di Mare" and then departure for the Santa Cesarea Terme.

Santa cesare Terme is famous for his natural sulphurous water. Here you can baths in the warm waters of the sulphurous-thermal pool,

1.00 pm lunch bag

4.00 pm transfer to Spongano da Rizzello for tasting of wines and typical products.
Here, from the selection of aromatic grapes of native vines, fine white wines and full bodied reds and character are produced, from olives, harvested and processed using traditional methods, quality extra virgin olive oil is produced, perfumed and very delicate.

The objective is to continue to improve the production of wine and oil, the pride of the Rizzello company through the experience acquired in the area with its past work.

Here the group will experience a full immersion on the production chain of the Salento wine and that of extra virgin olive oil. During this experience the group will learn how to choose the right grapevine to produce white wine or red wine, the entire process of olive oil production following the old tradition of the Apulia farmer will be explained. The typical Apulian wine “Primitivo” will be tasted: the name comes from old Latin word “primativus”.

at 20.00 dinner at the Rizzello steakhouse with his typical homemade Italian products

4th Day: Lecce By typical old style train

Breakfast at 9.00
departure for Poggiardo Station, trip to Lecce in the typical “littorina”.
“Littorina” is a typical old style train used from 1940-1960 and now still in use for touristic journey.
Lecce is a minor Baroque masterpiece. Its spider's web of streets offer a kaleidoscopic mix of long-range vistas, alluring glimpses and playful perspectives that have long enchanted visitors.

In Lecce we will visit to 2 churches in baroque style, greek-roman amphitheater, palace of the Celestini and the historical center, to admire the masterpieces of baroque sculpture in Lecce stone, lunch in a typical leccese inn.

4pm transfer to Vignacastrisi.

8.00 pm Sushi-wok restaurant in Surano

5th Day: Lecce By typical old style train
9:00 Breakfast and visit to the botanical garden the "Cutura" in Giuggianello (one of the largest botanical gardens in Italy)

1.00 pm lunch and departure for Brindisi airport

ItalyOn – Puglia and Salento
Notes:
The tour can be customized with other experiences and visit to other places of Puglia
minimum 8 partecipants

The package includes:
- all transfers
- bag lunches,
- dinners with water and wine drinks,
- tickets for archaeological-naturalistic sites
- 4 nights in an apartment for 2 persons, breakfast,
- visits to the cities of historical interest.
- Chinese speaking guide throughout your stay in Italy;

Not included in the package:
- Flight from/to China

All the organisation will be supported from local certified travel agencies that can respond to all the requests about Flights and Visa if needed.